TEDC's goal, through this mentorship, is
to connect mentor economic developers
with new or young economic developers
around the state. During this process, the
mentee will have an opportunity to walk
through any issues that he or she is dealing
with at the moment. These situations could
range anywhere from issues dealing with
their board, to developing new prospects;
from negotiation incentives, to land
development, and more.
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Mentees

Economic development
professionals that are new to the
profession, either because they
are a young professional or they
have come to economic
development from a different
profession or career. These
professionals would also be
evaluated by the Mentor Program
Sub-Committee for consideration.
In order to participate in this
program, potential mentees must
be Active TEDC members or must
join TEDC as an Active member if
they are not already a member.
This program is not eligible to
Volunteer Members of the TEDC.

Mentors

Hand picked, long time TEDC
members that have served in
leadership roles and have a
positive reputation and outlook
in Texas and the economic
development industry.
Members that are at that point
in their career that they are
ready to sincerely"give back"
to the profession and mentor
other economic developers
in Texas, without, necessarily,
looking for a return on their
investment or an advantage
against their fellow economic
developers .

Please submit to Florence Maillot at 1601 Rio Grande Ste 455, Austin, TX 78701 or at florence@te'.'asedc o_rg.

Would you benefit from participating as a mentee?
Name _

_ _____________________
_

Phone _

_____________
_

Organization and Address-------------------------------------Position/Title _

_ __________________
_

Years spent as ED professional? _

_____________
_

Email _

_____________
_

Previous profession?

What do you expect to gain from this program? ______________________________
_

Areas of most critical concern:-----------------------------------

